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While Im still looking for a vulnerability in the
application, I found an interesting process on a
local box whose job is to print things. Its a print

spooler service running as SYSTEM, meaning
that it has complete access to the machine. Ill
use that as a pivot point to elevate my way to
the kernel level. Ill take an existing exploit (

msfcli ) and run it against the box, locating the
ESP buffer on a separate stack to send me a

shell as SYSTEM. That will suffice, except for the
fact that the victim box still has a live Internet
connection. Given that, someone is going to

notice a login on their email, and Ill have to find
a way to perform an as-yet-unexplored

vulnerability in the service Im abusing to ensure
that my Sp0rm still works to continue my attack.
In Evasion, Ill look at the buffer data being sent
over the wire, and find that it contains chunks of

Octet Surrogate Pairs, and seeing that the
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underlying buffer is a big enough chunk of data
that Ill be able to mangle that data to crash the

system. This is an illustration of three simple
attacks, where I used the LOGIC PRINT 2012

CRACK set of lists available from Logical
Network Testers. The data is a list of flavors,

which can be checked for valid data, and can be
mutated. For instance, here are a few flavors
that use a basic flaw: AppLite released non-

competitively as part of HackTheBoxs Printer
track. Its a box simulating an old HP printer. Ill
start by leaking a Password over SNMP, and
then use that over telnet to connect to the

printer, where theres an exec command to run
commands on the system. To escalate, Ill abuse

a weak permissions patch on the CUPS print
manager to get file read as root, and get the
root flag. In Beyond Root, Ill look at another

SNMP vulnerability, a local shell, and a
LibreOffice exploit. Ill also look at why I wasnt
able to crack the login shell of the first exploit,

and resolve it.
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It isnt entirely clear that the reason that Linux
and other monolithic OSs have more security

problems is that they are, in a sense, not free. A
deeper issue is that an unqualified OS kernel

developer is, per definitionem, unable to
implement the complex features needed to

protect users against the context-dependent
nature of computing. An unqualified software

developer is unable to implement complex
business logic that considers the balance

between user experience and security risks. An
unqualified computer programmer is bound to
end up with some horrible, monstrous security

vulnerability. An unqualified security
programmer is bound to end up with some
horrible, monstrous, unnecessary security

measure that prevents all users from doing
everything they need to do. Its weird, but I feel
like Im almost getting into the habit of writing
about POCs that are just an agent, and not a

module. Often, I know what the end goal is, and
I usually have a script that implements it. A POC
could just be a script that you can use to phish
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users, but a module gives you much more
flexibility. While Im not really in the habit of

writing logon scripts for automation, writing a
module is like a well-laid habit of scripting. I

usually spend a great deal of time and effort on
trying to get as close to the real thing as I can.
This is the case with the Metasploit module. Ill
be phishing users with a rogue SSL certificate

using a custom fcgi application that is written to
look and act like SSL. Im going to save the

actual SSL handshake and use it to impersonate
another server. The number one flaw in the logic
is that I cant fake SNI, but I decided to use that

fcgi to not only simulate SNI, but also the
hostname in the certificate. This helps me

double-up on SNI, and puts the site in double
jeopardy. 5ec8ef588b
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